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SUMMARY
1. The growth of tenancy in Iowa from 23.8 percent in 1880 
to 41.8 percent in 1920 has been due prim arily to the rapidly 
increasing size of the farm  investment and the fact th a t it 
has taken a constantly increasing amount of farm  products 
to purchase a given amount of land. The remarkable gain 
of cash renting over share renting is probably due to the 
change in type of farm ing from grain to livestock.
2. Tenant farm s in Iowa are let under three types of ren ta l; 
cash, crop-share and stock-share. In  crop-share renting, 
cash rent is usually paid for the use of hay land and pas­
ture. In  stock-share renting the tenant pays no cash rent 
but gives a share of all cash receipts and increases whether 
in livestock or crops the landlord, carrying a p a rt of the 
operating expenses and a p art of the investment in livestock. 
For th irty  years prior to the recent agricultural depression, 
more Iowa farm s were rented for cash than on shares. Re­
cent developments have caused a decided shift to share 
renting. The stock-share lease has grown rapidly in 
popularity.
3. Cash rent for the state as a whole averaged about $8 per acre 
in 1921 and $7.50 in 1922. Kent has fallen ra ther sharply 
since the crisis of 1920. There are very marked regional 
variations in the ren t rates. The normal share of crop ren t 
is 2 /5  to one half for oats land. The share for corn tends to 
be less in the regions where the growing season is shortest. 
The prevailing ren t under the stock-share lease is one half of 
the gross receipts and accruals.
4. There are very distinct differences in the types of farm  
organization found under the different forms of leases. 
These differences are manifested both regionally and 
locally. In  general cash renting has prevailed in the areas 
where cattle feeding is most im portant, stock-share renting 
is prevalent in the dairy area, and crop-share renting pre­
vails in the areas where a great deal of grain is sold and live­
stock is a comparatively minor enterprise. Locally it is found 
tha t the owner-operated farms and those stock-share rented 
lead in the amount of land in hay and pasture and the 
amount of receipts from livestock. The crop-share farms 
have the largest acreage in grain, the largest percentage of 
their receipts from the sale of crops, and the minimum area 
in hay and pasture. The cash rented farms fall about m id­
way between these two types in their organization.
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THE RELATION OF TYPES OF TENANCY 
TO TYPES OF FARMING IN IOWA
B y  C. L .  H o l m e s
Most of the discussions of farm  tenancy have dealt prim arily 
with the economic condition of the tenant class, the maintenance 
of soil fertility  under tenant farming, and the more general and 
sociological aspects of the so-called tenancy problem. Very little 
attention has been directed to the relation of tenancy to the con­
crete problems of farm  organiaztion and management. I t  is the 
purpose of this bulletin to present some details of this relation­
ship as revealed in a limited investigation.
To this end the effect of changes in the agriculture of the 
state on the increase in tenancy and 011 the methods of renting 
land is traced briefly th ru  the 40 years since tenancy statistics 
were first available. The prevailing types of tenancy are ana­
lyzed in their relation to the peculiarities of farm ing in each 
section of the state and the terms of rental under each tenancy 
type are given. Finally, the specific variations in the organiza­
tion of the farm  under the different types of tenancy are pre­
sented as revealed by the analysis of farm  survey data  from 
several representative counties. In  conclusion the importance 
of properly adjusting the lease bargain to the type of farm ing 
best fitted to each individual farm  and to the characteristics of 
the landlord and tenant is pointed out.
The following data have been utilized in this s tu d y :
1. Federal census statistics 011 the extent and kind of tenancy in Iowa.
2. Certain data collected by the Agricultural Extension Service of Iowa 
State College in the spring of 1922 by means of a questionnaire sent 
to landlords, inquiring relative to types of leases, rates of cash rent 
and other lease terms.
3. Data from farm management survey records taken in various coun­
ties of the state.
THE GROWTH OF TENANT FARMING IN IOWA
The first statistics 011 tenancy became available with the fed­
eral census of 1880. They showed that 23.8 percent of the Iowa 
farm s were operated by tenants. This percentage has steadily 
increased. The 1920 census showed th a t 41.7 percent of the 
farm s of the state were rented. Fig. 1 presents graphically 
the tenure situation as it developed during 40 years. Besides 
showing the decline in the proportion of owners and the corre­
sponding increase in renters, this chart shows that some very 
interesting changes in the type of renting took place during the 
40 years. In  1880 a very small number of farms were rented 
for cash. The num ber and proportion thus rented increased 
remarkably between 1880 and 1890 and somewhat less rapidly 
between 1890 and 1900. At this last date cash tenants exceeded
5
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share tenants and tho they have increased less rapidly since 
1900 they were in 1920 still in excess of share tenants. How­
ever, tlie tendency in the last two years has been very strongly 
away from cash toward share renting and it is practically cer­
tain  that there are more share rented farm s in the state now 
than cash rented ones.
W HY T ENA NCY IIAS INCREASED
The most im portant single factor behind this change is the 
increasingly capitalistic nature of the farm ing business as it 
passes from the elementary stages incident to land settlement 
to the m ature development which it has reached in Iowa.
In 1880 the average investment per farm  in Iowa was $3,893. 
In  1910 it was $17.2.'>9 and 1920. $39,942. This rising valua­
tion lias acted as a growing barrier to land ownership by opera­
tors. I t has lengthened the period of tenancy and in the case 
of many tenants has definitely removed the hope of ownership.
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Figure I.
Number and Tenure of Iowa Farms 3 880  to 1910.
Note the increase in the proportion of farms in the hands of tenants. More strik­
ing, however, than this change is the increase in the proportion of the farms which 
are rented for cash. The chart shows a slight decline in the proportion for 1920 
over that of 3910. This shift from cash to share renting has gone much farther 
since 1920.
I860 1890 1900 1910 1920
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I t  is true  tha t in large p art this increased investment is capi­
talized farm  income, mostly reflected in land value, and as such 
is indicative of growing profits in farm ing; but too often the 
capitalization has outrun the increase in real income, making 
investment in  land of questionable wisdom.* For example, in 
1880, when Iowa farm ers were receiving about 25 cents per 
bushel for corn and about $8 per head for fa t hogs, it required 
117 bushels of corn or 3.6 liogs to buy an average acre of Iowa 
land. In  1910, with corn at 36 cents per bushel and hogs at 
$14 per head, it took 307 bushels of corn or 7.9 hogs to buy an 
average acre. In  1920, with corn at 47 cents and hogs at $20 
per head, the average acre was worth 542 bushels of corn or 
12.7 hogs. Meantime types of farm ing and farm  practice have 
changed in the direction of greater investment in livestock and 
implements.
All of these things have had their influence in retarding land 
buying by tenant fanners. W ere it not for the importance of 
inheritance in m aintaining a land owning class of farmers, the 
percentage of tenancy would be much higher.
W H Y  CASH R E N T IN G  H A S IN CREA SED
The remarkable growtli in cash renting shown by fig. 1 seems 
to be due prim arily  to the changes in the type of farm ing which 
took place in the period covered. Like the other states of the 
upper Mississippi Valley, Iowa was first a grain state. This 
type of production was easiest, cheapest, and probably the most 
profitable for the new settlers. It is this type of farm ing which 
lends itself best to the share method of renting. As the country 
developed and m arket conditions changed, the shift to livestock 
farm ing was made.
Fig. 2, derived from  federal census statistics, indicates the ex­
ten t of this change. In  1880, when acreage figures were first 
given, 3,049,288 acres of wheat were reported. In  ten years 
this acreage shrank 81 percent, leaving only 585,548 acres. I t  
increased to 1,690,000 acres by 1900 but dropped back again to 
half a million in 1910, rising again in the war years. D uring 
this same period the area in the feed crops, corn and oats, as 
shown by the chart, was increasing rapidly. This chart also 
shows the increase in livestock. There were 2,612,036 cattle on 
Iowa farm s in 1880. This number approximately doubled by 
1890 but thereafter increased only slowly. There were 6,000,000
*When land values are rising rapidly the difference between the rate of current 
income from investments in land and the interest rate on real estate mortgages be­
comes so great as to make purchase dangerous when large deferred payments are 
involved. If the purchaser must pay six per cent and the land yields him only two 
per cent net, there is much danger that the returns from operation will not cover 
the interest due. I t  is this phase of the situation which explains why a high per­
centage of tenancy goes with the high land values: or, more correctly, Avith rapidly 
rising values.
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C A T T L E  I S W M E  HORSES AND M U LES  |
Figure II .
Changes in Agricultural Production in Iowa, 1870 to 1920. 
a  comparison of Figures I and I I  shows that as feed crops and livestock have 
taken a larger and larger place relatively to other enterprises, cash tenancy has 
steadily increased. Recent data indicate that share renting and the raising of grain 
for sale tend to go together while livestock farming, with some exceptions, favors the 
cash method of renting.
swine in the state in 1880, 8,250.000 in 1890. and almost 
10,000,000 in 1900. However, the figures for 1910 and 1920 
are almost 2,000,000 short of this number. The c-hanges in the 
number of horses and mules, tho marked, did not quite parallel 
those in the number of meat producing animals.
REGIONAL D IFFE R E N C E S IN  TENA NCY  
Figs. 3 and 4 present the geographical aspect of tenancy and 
the regional changes that took place in the decade between 1910 
and 1920. In  these maps the state is divided on the basis of 
the percentage which rented farms make of the whole number 
of farms. In  1910. it will be noted, a few counties in the north­
western part of the state showed a tenancy percentage of over 
50. That is. more than half the farms in these counties were in 
the hands of tenants. Over a considerable area in the north­
western, central and western portions of the state the percentage 
was between 40 and 50. Almost without exception the counties 
in the eastern and southern portions of the state had a low per­
centage of tenancy.
By 1920 in two counties, Lyon and Osceola, tenancy had 
passed 60 percent and in a number of the adjoining counties it 
was nearly as high. The area having between 50 and 60 per­
cent tenancy had by this time expanded eastward and south­
8
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ward to include 25 counties. Thus in over a fourth of the coun­
ties of the state more than half the farm s are in the hands of 
tenant operators. The map shows also that renting lias in­
creased in the areas of low tenancy in the eastern and southern 
parts of the state, tlio the ra te of increase in these areas has been 
less rap id  than elsewhere. Moreover, these figures do not take 
account of the land rented by farm ers who own some land and 
rent additional acreage. Such farmers, who make up 11 percent 
of all the farm ers of the state, are, in the figures used in these 
maps, classed as owners. In  1910 tenants occupied 39 percent 
and in 1920 44.4 percent of all the farm  land in Iowa. These 
percentages again do not include the land rented by owners 
renting additional acreage. Such acreage amounted to 7.5 
percent of the total farm  land studied in a survey in Tama 
county for the year 1921, which covered 48,000 acres of farm  
land.
To those fam iliar with the physical characteristics of Iowa 
it is apparent that tenancy is highest in the regions of level, 
fertile, highly productive land, and lowest in the regions of 
rough surface and poorer soil. F urther, the increase in rented 
farm s as shown by these maps is more rapid in the parts of the
•L EOBNO —
E SS THAH 19 
2 0  TO Z 9  
SO TO 3 9  
TO 4-9 
5 0  TO 5 9
Figure I I I .
Percentage of Iowa Farms Operated by Tenants 1910.
Note that the counties showing the highest percentage of tenancy are, with the 
exception of Grundy County, in the northwestern corner of the state. This is an 
urea of big farms and high land values.
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state which have the best natu ral resources and where farm ing 
is normally more profitable, and lowest where the land is so poor 
that it gives but a modest return  for the labor and capital in­
vestment pu t upon it.
Other things being equal, the land which is best from the 
point of view of physical properties will be highest in price. 
M arket accessibility and other economic forces are so nearly uni­
form for the whole of Iowa that variations in the value of land 
are due almost wholly to differences in its physical produc­
tivity. The highest values per acre are usually found where the 
yields per acre for a given degree of cultivation are highest and 
where the highest percentage of the entire surface is capable of 
being cropped.
Reference has already been made to the relation between ten­
ancy and the high capitalization of the farm  business, particu­
larly as affected by rising land values. Fig. 5 is a map showing 
regional variations in real estate value and is inserted here that 
it may be compared with fig. 4 in order to show how closely the 
areas of highest land values coincides with those of the highest 
percentage of tenancy. In  fig. 5 the average total value of land 
and buildings per farm  is used rather than the average value 
per acre in order to take account of the variations in size of 
farm s; for it  is the size of this total investment in land the 
farm er finds necessary in order to employ his labor and equip­
ment to best advantage that is the significant thing in its effect 
upon tenancy rather than the price he pays per acre. Abundant 
examples might be cited from the fru it areas of the West and 
the truck areas of the east where high values per acre do not 
mean a high percentage of tenancy, whereas almost without 
exception high total investment in land per farm  does mean a 
high percentage of tenancy.
PREVAILING TYPES OF TENANCY
There are three im portant types of farm  leasing in Iowa, cash, 
crop-share, and stoek-share.
Cash:  In  the case of cash ren t the tenant buys the use of 
the land lo rd’s land and improvements for a specified price. This 
gives him the righ t to use them in his business pre tty  much as 
he chooses, without let or hindrance from the landlord. The 
cash lease usually contains some general restrictions to protect 
the landlord’s interest against soil depletion and excessive de­
terioration of improvements, but in general the cash tenant is 
almost as free to determine the kind of farm ing he will carry
10
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Figure IV.
Percentage of Iowa Farms Operated by Tenants in 1920.
Compare this with Figure I I I  and see how the area of highest percentage of ten­
ancy has expanded eastward and southward.
Figure V.
Average Value of Land and Buildings P er Farm in Iowa, 1920.
Comparison of this map with the one preceding shows that there is fairly close 
geographical coincidence between the area of maximum investment in the farm  unit 
and that of the highest percentage of tenancy.
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on as is the owner-farmer. The cash tenant assumes practically 
all the risk involved in the business and for this reason usually 
gets the use of the land a t a somewhat lower rate than the ten­
ant who gives a share (see table IV ).
C rop-S h are: In  the case of erop-share renting a specified 
share of the crops is taken by the landlord as rent. In  some 
parts of the country where pasture is of little value the share 
of the crops taken is assumed to cover the rent for pasture and 
buildings, but in Iowa practically all erop-share renters pay a 
cash rent of so much per acre for pasture. The hay land is 
usually rented for cash, also, tho occasionally the landlord takes 
a share of the hay. Under the great m ajority of share leases in 
Iowa the landlord’s share is net except for taxes and repairs 
and depreciation on buildings. That is, he bears no p art of the 
operating expenses.
Under erop-share renting the re turn  to the landlord depends 
upon the kind of crops grown as well as the care and skill with 
which the farm  is operated. Under this type of leasing, there­
fore, the landlord retains a large degree of control over the 
business. The acreage of each crop is usually stated in the con­
tract and as is also the landlord 's right to interfere in case the 
tenant fails to care properly for the crops. Because of the func­
tion of supervision which the landlord of a share rented farm 
usually performs, but more because of the risk he assumes, since 
his income is affected by fluctuations in yields and prices, his 
rate of re tu rn  on investment in normal seasons is distinctly 
higher than that of cash landlords. This difference in rate of re­
tu rn  is to be noted in the tabulations of survey data given later 
in this bulletin.
S fock-S hare: The th ird  type of leasing, the stock-share, has 
until recently been of very little importance in Iowa. P rior to
1920 probably not more than 5 percent of the rented farms of 
the state were held under this arrangement. I t has long been 
the most im portant type of share leasing in Wisconsin and other 
dairy states and since the crisis of 1920, which resulted in such 
great loss to cash tenants, many renters have taken up this form. 
I t differs from erop-share renting in two im portant particulars; 
first, the division is on the basis of proceeds from sales, whether 
of grain, livestock, or livestock products, instead of on the basis 
of crops produced; and second, the landlord participates in the 
farm ing enterprise to the extent of supplying a part, usually 
one-half, of the investment in the livestock and feeds used on 
the farm. These two features make the landlord even more 
vitally interested in the operation of the farm than he is under 
erop-share renting. The result is that he usually cooperates 
even more closely with the tenant in the management of the 
farm.
12
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<i
The Farmstead of a Cash Grain Farmer. Note the limited amount of shelter for
livestock.
In  addition to the farm ers who ren t all the land they use, 
there are as has already been stated, a considerable number 
who own some land and rent an additional trac t either for cash 
or on shares.
T E R M S  O F  R E N T A L  
Before taking up the differences in farm  organization under 
the various forms of rental it is of interest to note the terms 011 
which Iowa farm s are let. The questionnaire mentioned above, 
which was sent to Iowa landlords in the spring of 1922, con­
tained inquiries 011 the rents received by landlords, both in cash 
and as a share, the expenses of maintenance borne by landlords, 
and the things which in share renting the landlord contributed 
to the business under the lease bargains of the seasons of 1921 
and 1922. Some interesting correlations between rental terms 
and the type of farm ing are to be observed in the returns from 
these inquiries.
CASH RENT
The inquiry in this schedule which brought most complete 
returns was that with reference to the amount of cash rent paid. 
Pigs. 6 and 7 show the geographic variations in the average rents 
for the years 1921 and 1922 as shown by this inquiry. Fig. ti 
is based on re tu rns from 524 cash rented farms for the year
1921 and fig. 7 011 re turns from 505 such farms for 1922. It 
will be noted from an examination of these maps, and particu­
larly  from a comparison of fig. 6 w ith figs. 5 and 9 (see pages 
331 and 340) th a t the areas of highest rents in 1921 coincide 
fairly  well both with the areas of highest land values and with 
the sections of the state where livestock farm ing is most highly 
developed and with the central area where a large amount of
1. There are, of course, scattered cases reported of 1922 rentals above nine dol­
lars. The highest reported for 1922 was $12.50 per acre while the highest for 1921 
was $16.00 per acre.
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This map is based on the cash rent rates as stated by landlords. The figures 
represent averages by counties and are the basis on which the borders of the various 
zones are determined. However, in locating these borders county boundaries are 
ignored and the figures used merely as weights to determine the directions of the 
zone lines. From some of the counties where share renting is most prevalent no re­
turns were received. Note that one area of highest rent rather closely coincides with 
the area of highest value per farm but that there is another area of high rents near 
the southeastern corner. In  this area the farms are smaller than in the other area.
THAH*S.0O
TO *6.99 
AND ABOVZ 
i g u m  % x ,  a n d
Figure V II.
Average Cash Rent Per Acre, 1922.
This map is based on data from the same source as that given in 
is similarly constructed. I t  reflects a very decided reduction of cash rents from the 
figures of the previous year. This and the reduction in the number of cash renting 
tenants came as a result of the losses suffered by cash renting tenants in the seasons 
of 1920 and 1921.
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grain is sold for cash. The area showing the very highest ren t— 
th a t is, $9.00 or more per acre— is approxim ately coincident 
with the area in which land speculation was most pronounced 
in 1919 and in which the values of land reached their very h igh­
est figure. Some exception to this may be noted in the case of 
the area of highest rents in the eastern p a rt of the state.
When one compares fig. 6 with fig. 7, he notes a very decided 
lowering of rents between the seasons of 1921 and 1922. The 
highest group of rentals for 1921, as shown in fig. 6 had entirely 
disappeared in 1922, and the area with rents between $7.00 and 
$9.00 had shrunk to something like half its former size. In  1922 
the whole northeastern p art of the state was included in the 
rents which ru n  from $5.00 to $7.00 and the similar area in the 
southern p art of the state was extended to nearly three times 
its size as it appeared in fig. 6. The weighted average cash ren t 
per acre as reported in this questionnaire was $8.11 for 1921 
and $7.52 for 1922, a reduction of 7.3 percent.
The rental rates as ju s t presented do not, of course, repre­
sent the landlords’ net re tu rn  for their land, but the gross re­
turn . To arrive a t their net re tu rn  their expenses, such as taxes 
and repairs on improvements, must be deducted. The ques­
tionnaire contained an inquiry on this point but most of the 
landlords reporting neglected to answer it. Only 195 cash ren t­
ing landlords reported their taxes and repair bills. From  their 
figures an average of $1.98 per acre for these expenditures was 
derived. On checking this with similar figures obtained in the 
spring of 1922 from some 500 farmers in two counties by means 
of farm  organization surveys, it appears tha t this average is not 
too high to be representative. For example, the average expen­
diture per acre for repairs and taxes in the season of 1921 as 
reported for 84 landlords in Tama county coincided exactly 
with the above figure.
The foregoing discussion of cash ren t rates is based upon the 
reports of landlords who rented their entire farms for cash. On 
most Iowa farm s which are share rented it is only the grain 
land for which the tenant gives a share. He ordinarily pays a 
cash ren t for the hay land and the pasture. For the year 1921, 
out of 893 share ren t landlords reporting on the rental of hay 
land, 791 or 88.5 percent rented their hay land for cash. In 
1922, 970 out of 1,092, or 88.8 percent, reported renting for 
cash. The average rent of hay land was 1921 was $7.14 and for
1922 it was $6.53, making a reduction of a little over 7 percent. 
In  practically all cases the pasture land was rented for cash. 
The average rate per acre of pasture ren t was $6.93 in 1921 and 
$5.33 in 1922.
15
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This general reduction in the rate of cash ren t was, of course, 
a result of falling prices of agricultural products and the hard 
times which resulted. We do not know with any degree of 
accuracy how great a reduction from the maximum rates which 
obtained in 1919 and 1920 these rates of 1921 represented. P re­
sumably there was some reduction, altho there is reason to be­
lieve it was by no means as sweeping as the one for which we 
have figures. In  many cases tlie rents which were provided in 
the contracts of 1920 and 1921 could not be paid and Avere re­
mitted in large p art to the tenants by the landlords. Reference 
has already been made to the remarkable shift from cash ren t­
ing to share renting. I t  is evident that, those landlords who 
preferred to ren t for cash found it necessary to offer very lib­
eral terms in order to hold their tenants on a cash rent basis.
CROP-SHARE REXT
The re tu rns to landowners renting for a share of the produce 
is to a considerable degree automatically adjusted to the changes 
in agricultural prosperity by means of changes in the prices of 
tlie products. Consequently we find no such sweeping change in 
the fractional share of the products received by the landlords 
as was shown for cash rent, altho the questionnaire re turns do 
indicate tha t there is a slight tendency for landlords to take a 
somewhat smaller share than  was customary during tlie more 
prosperous years which preceded the present depression.
On the typical erop-share rented farm  in Iowa the tenant 
gives one-half the corn and two-fifths or one-half of the oats 
and other small grain, either placing the grain in storage for the 
landlord on the farm  or delivering at the local market. Hay 
land and pasture, as already stated are usually rented for cash. 
These payments in kind and in cash are tacitly assumed to 
cover the rental for the house and other buildings and improve­
ments as well as for the farm  garden plot, and frequently for 
the orchard and woodlot. In  other words, no portion of the 
rental payments is commonly specified as ren t for these things.
The grain going to the landlord usually is delivered free of 
charges. That is, the landlord does not usually pay any share 
of the production expenses, such as seed grain, twine, threshing, 
shelling and the like. He, however, frequently pays for the 
grass seed, largely as a means of encouraging the sowing of a 
larger acreage of grass in order the better to m aintain soil 
fertility.
In  this investigation the shares of products received and the 
share, if any, of the expenses borne by the landlord were ob­
tained for the two seasons, 1921 and 1922. Under the 1921 
contracts reported, the landlord received one-half the corn on 
about 80 percent of the farms, two-fifths on 19 percent and one-
16
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third on 1 percent. The figures for 1922 showed a slight ten­
dency toward a diminished share for the landlords. Seventy- 
eight percent of those reporting were to receive one-half; 21 
percent, two-fifths; and 1 percent, one-third. In  the ease of oats 
a much higher percentage of the landlords normally received 
the minor share. In  1921, 55 percent of those reporting re­
ceived one-half, 44 percent received two-fifths, and 1 percent 
received one-third. For 1922 the corresponding percentages 
were 50, 47 and 3.
Our figures show that the smaller share to landlords is more 
prevalent in some parts of the state than in others. This is 
particularly true in the case of corn. In  general the two-fifths 
share tends to be more common than the half share in the north­
ern counties of the state and especially in the 10 or 12 counties 
located in the extreme northwest corner. Presumably the preva­
lence of a smaller share of corn to the landlord in this part of 
the state is due to the greater risk in corn raising in that local­
ity because of the shorter growing season. Reference to fig. 8 
shows that the average length of season free from killing fosts 
is 10 days shorter in the area where the prevailing share of corn
y ~ L E G E N O '~  
_ % L C S $  THAN 15%  
------------- TO 4 9 .9 %
U M E S (— ) v c p d e s i h t  L U m rx  o r  —  „  M  Q% 
O RO M IH e  SM SO * m  DAYS
Figure T i l l .
The Relation of Length of Growing Season to the Share Rent on Corn Land.
The figures in  the counties indicate the percentages of share renting landlords 
reporting who were receiving two fifths rather than one-half the corn. The length 
of growing season as here given is the number of days between the average date o£ 
the last killing frost in  the spring and that of the first one in the fall.
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to landlords is two-fifths than it is in central Iowa and 20 days 
shorter than in southern Iowa.2
Differences in the share of oats do not show any marked re­
gional variation. The two-fifths share to landlords is a little 
more prevalent in a limited area centering around Waterloo in 
Black Hawk county, but the difference is not great enough to be 
significant.
A method of adjusting terms between share landlords and 
their tenants in the interest of a fair division which is resorted 
to frequently in some states is that of the landlord bearing a 
share of the operating expenses. Seed and threshing are two 
items most frequently shared in this way. The returns to the 
questionnaire show that this method is not resorted to in a very 
large measure in Iowa. Only 208 out of 1,324 crop-share land­
lords answering the question for 1922 reported paying any part 
of the threshing expense and only 194 reported furnishing any 
part of the grain seed. A very few reported paying half for 
shelling corn.
STOCK-SHARE REN T
Under the stock-share form of leasing, by which the landlord 
furnishes a large portion of the working capital in the form of 
livestock, feed, seed, and other supplies, there is great oppor­
tunity for adjustment of terms in the interest of equity to the 
parties, both by shifting the proportion of the receipts going to 
each party and by making changes in the items furnished to 
the business by each. It is rather surprising, in view of the 
widely differing productive value of different farms, that the 
terms of these leases are so uniform. Very little difference, 
apparently, exists in the division of the receipts on farms rented 
under this system. The 420 reports received from the stock- 
share landlords showed that all of these men were renting for 
one-half the gross receipts. This return, of course, covers not 
only the use of the land but the use of a considerable body of 
working capital.
When one examines the share of the working capital fur­
nished by the landlord, however, he finds much less uniformity. 
It has usually been assumed that the prevailing practice is for 
the landlord to furnish the land and improvements and pay 
taxes and repair bills on them; for the tenant to furnish the 
labor, equipment, work stock, and all maintenance expenses upon 
these things excepting feed for his work stock; and for the two 
to furnish jointly in equal shares the other livestock and all the 
feed, together with the expenses incident to the care of these 
jointly furnished items. However, there are so many exeep-
2. The lines on this map showing length of growing season are copied from 
“Frost and the Growing Season” by W illiam  Gardner Reed. Advance Sheets No.
2, Atlas of American Agriculture, Government Printing Office, Washington, D . C.
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mtions to this arrangement that it can hardly be said to be the 
prevailing practice. Our information shows that it is departed 
from verj’ frequently in two important respects, namely, that 
the landlord may furnish half the investment in work stock as 
well as in other livestock and that he may also own half the 
machinery and other movable equipment. Of the 420 stock- 
share landlords reporting for 1922, 217, or 63.5 percent, fur­
nished none of the workstock; 120, or 28.5 percent, furnished 
ha lf; 12 furnished a ll; 3 furnished irregular portions, and 18 
failed to specify. In  the matter of implements and machinery, 
244 landlords furnished none, 124 furnished one-lialf, 17 fur­
nished all, 5 furnished irregular portions, and 30 failed to 
specify.
The geographical aspect of these differences in what the land­
lords of stock-share rented farms furnished is very significant. 
By far the larger number of cases in which the landlord fur­
nishes part of the investment in machinery and horses were re­
ported from the southern counties where land values are the 
lowest in the state. Indeed if these cases are placed on a map 
the area showing the largest number coincides almost exactly 
with the triangular area of low total farm value as shown in 
fig. 5. It is evident that where the land surface is rough, mak­
ing it impossible to utilize so high a proportion of it for raising 
heavily yielding crops, the relatively higher contribution made to 
the business by the operator is recognized and the lease bar­
gain modified accordingly.
REGIONAL VARIATIONS IN PREVAILING TYPE OF 
TENANCY
When tenancy in the state is examined for geographical vari­
ations in methods of leasing it is found that there is a close 
relation regionally between the types of leases prevailing and 
the types of farming. To be sure, one finds examples of all the 
different types of leases in any locality and there are regions 
where two or more types of renting are almost equally mingled, 
but over large areas o£ the state one given type of renting is 
so far in excess of the others as to indicate a causal relationship 
with prevailing farming conditions. It  is not easy to determine 
in all cases which is cause and which effect. Doubtless in many 
cases the nature of the lease bargain is the thing which deter­
mines the sort of farm business developed on the farm. How­
ever, it seems that in general the causal sequence runs in the 
other direction. Natural and economic conditions determine 
what type of farming pays best and tend to fix this type of 
farming upon the area. This in turn determines and establishes 
the prevailing type of renting. There is, of course, a wide 
diversity in the nature of the different farms of any locality
19
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as well as in the economic and personal qualifications of the 
landlords and tenants and these factors make for a greater or 
less degree of diversity in leases. In  this section of the bulletin 
the regional variations in leasing methods are discussed and re­
lated so far as possible with the prevailing farming types and 
other causal factors. Figs. 9 and 10 show the relative percent­
ages of rented farms held under cash and share rent, respec­
tively, in 1910 and 1920. Since the census does not report 
crop-share and stock-sliare renting separately we have no com­
plete data on the relative importance of these two forms.
Examination of the first of these two maps shows two areas, 
one in the western and the other in tlie eastern part of the state, 
where cash tenants in 1910 made up 60 to 80 percent of all the 
tenants and share renting was correspondingly unimportant, 
in an irregular wedge-shaped area, with the base of the wedge 
lying along the northern border from Osceola county to Worth 
county, and the point extending southward as far as Dallas 
county, share tenancy was the prevailing type with very little 
of cash renting. The same condition existed in a few counties 
in the southern and southwestern parts of tlie state. In the 
remainder of the state cash and share renting were in approxi­
mately equal amounts. For the state as a whole, 57.3 percent 
of the tenants were renting for cash and 42.7 on shares.
Re NTSHARE______
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Figure IX .
Relative Percentage of Cash and Share Renting, 1910.
The figures in this map indicate the percentage of all rented farms which were 
held under cash lease. The shading is so arianged that the darker portions of the 
map represent areas where cash renting predominated while the light portions ind i­
cate a predominance of share renting.
L E G E liD
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LEG E N D
F igure  X .
Relative Percentages of Cash and Share Renting, 3920.
This map is constructed on the same basis with Figure IX . On comparison it is 
found that while cash tenancy has increased somewhat in certain limited areas, for 
the state as a whole it has declined during the ten year interval. Share tenancy is 
the predominating form of renting in 55 counties in 1920 whereas in 19 LO it was the 
predominating form in only 43 counties.
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Fig. 10 shows that a marked charge in the distribution of 
cash and share tenants took place between 1910 and 1920. The 
western cash tenancy area had shrunk from 12 to 10 counties 
and the eastern area from 21 to 1(5. Share tenancy had ex­
panded until it occupied an irregular area running from north 
to south across the state and taking in a third of all the coun­
ties. In  1920 the cash tenants were 52.8 percent of all tenants 
and the share tenants, 47.2 percent.
On examination of the differences in farming in the several 
parts of the state we find some very significant coincidences be­
tween the type of farming and the type of leasing. Both of 
the cash tenancy areas are roughly identical with the areas of 
most intensive production of hogs and beef cattle. The area 
having the highest percentage of share tenancy is largely made 
up of the counties from which a large percentage of the crops 
is marketed as grain instead of being fed to livestock. Fig. 11 
shows by counties the relative proportions of the farmers’ re­
ceipts coming from the different sources.3 In  comparing this 
with figs. 9 and 10 particular note should be taken of the size
3. This is based on the census figures for the year 1909 as reported in  the 
thirteenth census. The fourteenth census (1920) failed to report sales of livestock 
and sales of crops. Hence a computation of sources of income cannot be made for 
the last census year.
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Figure X I.
Percentage of Fanners' Cash Receipts From  D ifferent Sources, 1900.
The circles show the variations in the average gross income from  the sale of p r in c ip a l products. Crop receipts 
include those from  hay and forage, corn, oats, barley an^l wheat, bu t not potatoes, truck  or other m ino r crops. 
Livestock receipts include also the value of anim als slaughtered on the fa rm . This m ap. w ith its series of charts 
for each county, affords perhaps the best available single index of the type of fa rm ing  in  different parts of the state. 
I t  was necessary to use J {><>{» figures since the recent census does not fu rn ish  the necessary statistics.
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of the sectors representing receipts from crops and from live­
stock. These are the leading two sources of receipts. It will be 
noted that in general the counties in which the portion of the 
income derived from livestock sales is highest show highest in 
cash tenancy, while in the counties where crop sales are de­
cidedly higher than in the other counties, share tenancy is the 
prevailing type.
To explain this localization of cash and share renting it is 
necessary to explain what is back of the differences in farming 
in these separate regions.
The most important factor in these differences is the relative 
proportion of the land which can be used only for permanent 
meadow and pasture and the proportion which can be used for 
grain crops. I t  is noticeable that in most of the cash rent areas 
there is a high percentage of the farm land in pasture. Where 
a large part of the farm land is in pasture and meadow, cattle 
must be kept to realize on it. The presence of a large cattle 
enterprise determines the cropping program. Feed crops must 
be raised and they must be retained for feed and not be sold 
from the farm. I f  the tenant were to rent for a share of the 
crops he must either curtail his livestock enterprise or buy back 
most of the landlord’s share of grain. Crop-share renting, 
therefore, does not fit livestock farming. The stock-share lease, 
which is growing in favor, is resorted to on some livestock farms, 
but the average tenant with sufficient capital and experience 
prefers under ordinary conditions to pay a cash rent for the 
sake of the higher returns and greater degree of independence, 
which go with this type of renting.
In the part of the state where share renting and heavy sales 
of crops are coincident the percentage of the farm land in pas­
ture is at a minimum. Where the surface is such as to make 
tillage easy and the productivity of the soil is not rapidly re­
duced by constant cropping, the farmer can ill afford to devote 
much land to pasture and hay for the support of slowly matur­
ing livestock, such as cattle. The owner-farmer tends to restrict 
his livestock enterprise to hogs and to sell much of his grain, 
while the tenant who gives half his corn as rent can still fatten 
as many hogs as he finds it feasible to raise. The landlord 
under these circumstances prefers a share of the crops since it 
gives him a larger income than he would get from cash rent and 
the division of the crop is simple and requires much less of his 
time and attention than if he were renting on the stock-share 
plan.
There are, to be sure, important influences other than type 
of farming which affect the rental method. The amount of risk 
involved in the farming business is one of these. Wherever the 
hazard from crop failure is great there is a strong tendency
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The Farm stead of a Cattle Feeding Farm er. Note the extensive cattle shed at the 
rear of the barn  in  the foreground.
for the tenant to shift part of this risk upon the landlord by the 
use of the share rent contract. The poor drainage of a large 
area in the north-central part of Iowa, covered by what is known 
as the “ Late Wisconsin drift,”  subjected the farmers to fre­
quent loss of crops thru flooding. Here share renting becomes 
well established and still persists even tho artificial drainage 
lias been provided and has removed most of the risk of crop 
failure from this source. In  the southern and southwestern 
counties the grain crops are occasionally injured by dry hot 
winds. This, doubtless, has contributed to the prevalence of 
share renting in that region.
RECENT CHANGES IN TENANCY
The very noticeable tendency toward the substitution of 
share renting for cash renting, shown by the data of 1920, is 
doubtless due primarily to the unusual movement of agricul­
tural prices during the war and post-war years. In  the pros­
perous years from 1916 to 1919 the gross receipts of farmers 
increased very greatly. On cash rented farms the landlord’s 
share of these receipts does not increase, as does that of the 
share landlord, with increases in price of products which come 
in the course of the year or during the term of contract. Fur­
ther, the tenants strenuously resist increases in the rental rate 
when contracts are renewed even tho prices are rising. Many 
landlords, therefore, sought to shift to a share basis that they 
might participate more fully in the results of rising prices. To 
be sure, the rates of cash rents were raised on many farms but 
there is evidence to show that these increases were smaller and 
less general than has been supposed.
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PRICE SLUMP BRING TEXANT DEMAND FOR SHARE RENT
With the slum]) in prices and the resulting disastrous seasons 
of 1920 and 1921 it was the tenant who wanted share rent. Those 
who had contracted to pay a fixed sum at an increased rate for 
the use of their farms were threatened with bankruptcy. Court 
records show that of the farmers who took advantage of the 
provision for voluntary bankruptcy, by far the larger propor­
tion were cash tenants.
Many landlords remitted a large part of the rent due on their 
contracts. Under these conditions share renting was resorted 
to as a means of dividing the risk due to falling prices and un­
stable economic conditions.
RENTING PRACTICE IN  l!i:>2
Of the landlords reporting on their leases for 1921, there were 
525 renting for cash, 1,248 renting on the crop-share plan, and 
383 on the stock-share plan. For 1922 there were reported 521 
cash rentals, 1,313 crop-shares and 453 stock-shares. Fig. 12 
shows the distribution by counties of these different forms of 
rentals as reported for the year 1922. Tho there are no previous 
figures to use as a basis of comparison, it is evident that cash 
renters in large numbers have shifted to the stock-share plan.
It was hoped that so large a number of reports as the ques­
tionnaire returned would give a representative sample of the 
methods of renting now prevailing in the state and that we 
might get a reliable measure of the change in rental methods 
since the census year of 1920. It must be admitted, however, 
that the comparatively small number of cash leases reported 
casts some doubt upon the representative character of the re­
turns. It will be recalled that the census reported that 52.8 
percent of the tenant farms in 1920 were rented for cash. There 
has been a general and very marked abandonment of the cash 
lease in favor of share renting, but one may well doubt whether 
it has gone as far as is indicated by the questionnaire figures. 
It may be that the owners of share rented land responded to the 
questionnaire in somewhat larger proportions than did the cash 
landlords, thus giving them a disproportionate representation 
in the returns. Recent evidence indicates that in many parts 
of the state there is a noticeable reaction toward cash renting 
for the season of 1923. As reported in this inquiry cash leases 
make up 22.8 percent, crop share 57.4 percent, and stock share 
19.8 percent of the contracts of the season of 1922.
A good degree of dependence may doubtless be placed on the 
questionnaire fisrures with reference to the geographical distri­
bution of the different types of renting. Reference to fig. 12 
shows that the stock share lease is most used in the northeastern
25
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whole. There are probably a larger proportion of cash renters than is here shown. Note how important the stock- 
share method is in the dairy counties of the northeastern part of the state and how the crop share predominates 
in the areas where grain farming is most important. Compare this map with Figure X I.
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counties of the state where dairying has assumed some impor­
tance. However, a large number of cases of this sort of renting 
are reported from the areas of the state where beef cattle and 
hogs are most important. It is evident from all the available 
information that stock share renting lias made a much higher 
percentage of gain than crop share and probably a consider­
ably higher absolute gain.
FARM ORGANIZATION UNDER THE DIFFERENT 
TYPES OF TENANCY
In the foregoing section the relations between the prevailing 
types of tenancy and the regional differences in farming were 
pointed out. In  this section these same relations are examined 
as found in certain limited areas. In order to determine as 
nearly as possible some of the most outstanding differences in 
the organization of the farms under the different tenure types, 
a number of farm organization survey records taken in several 
counties of the state were grouped into the five important tenure 
classes and the figures analyzed to show differences in the size 
of the business, the utilization of the farm land, the sources of 
income, and the returns made by both landlord and tenant.
The counties from which these records were taken are Clay, 
Greene, Henry, Montgomery, Tama and Warren. They are 
widely scattered over the state and afford a fairly good sample 
of conditions for the state as a whole. Two of the sets of rec­
ords, those from Tama and Warren counties, numbered 197 and 
175, respectively, and covered the farm business for the year 
1918. The sets from the other counties were smaller in number, 
ranging from 49 to 68 each, and gave figures on the business for 
the season of 1914. The small number of records from some of 
the counties and the fact that these records are not all for the 
same year make the material objectionable in some degree, but 
care has been taken to utilize it so as to avoid unwarranted con­
clusions arising from these objectionable features.
The five tenure classes into which the farmers are divided are 
(1) owners, (2) owners renting additional land, (3) cash ten­
ants, (4) crop-share tenants, and (5) stock-share tenants. The 
rent paying adjustments characteristic of each of the last three 
— which include all those usually classed as tenant farmers— 
have already been described. In the entire lot of records used 
there were 253 owners, 105 owners renting additional land, 115 
cash tenants, 98 crop share tenants, and 30 stock share tenants.
INFLUENCE OF SIZE OF BUSINESS ON TENUBE
The first comparison is on the basis of the size of the business 
carried on by the farmers of the several tenure classes. Prac­
tically all available data show that tenants operate larger farms
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TABLE I. AVERAGE STZE OF THE FARM BUSINESS BY TENURE CLASSES AS SHOWN BY SURVEY RE ­
PORTS IX  S IX  IOW A COUNTIES 
1914 and 1918*
TENURE CLASSES
Owners Owners-Add. Cash Crop-Share fetoek-Share
Counties
No. of Area No. of Area No. of Area No. ot Area No. of Area
farms acres Inv. $ farms acres Inv. $ farms acres Inv. $ farms acres Inv. $ farms acres Inv. $
Olay ............................ ........ 27 146 31,578 8 243 47,578 12 180 34,795 10 188 36,159 1 298 59,141
Greene....... ........................... 23 168 32,911 7 194 37,009 5 165 30,512 30 191 36,902 3 217 41,777
Henry .............. ..................... 22 147 34,029 12 200 45,235 2 203 38,508 13 16V 34,927
Montgomery ...................... . 22 T70 33,831 8 208 46,607 15 164 30,567 7 270 46,171 2 340 68,979
Tama __________ ______ ____ 77 220 65,465 27 207 61,627 72 2*2 62,486 13 194 56,619 8 237 68,223
Warren ....... .......... ............. S2 171 31,011 43 180 ’ 55,535 9 150 25,581 25 152 25,828 16 204 37,804
Weighted average ......... . 253 181 42,540 105 196 45,484 115 201 50,913 98 183 26,858 30 227 49,102
•In this and the following tables certain figures are printed in bold type. This is to indicate that they are based on bo small a number of 
records that their representative character is somewhat In doubt.
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and employ a larger total investment in the farm business than 
do owner operators. The federal census shows that in 1920 the 
tenants of Iowa were holding- farms averaging l(i7 acres in size, 
representing an average investment of $38,898 in land and 
buildings, while the owners held farms averaging only 148 acres 
and worth $32,911. In 1910 the differences were not so wide. 
The owners' farms averaged 152 acres with an average invest­
ment of $14,606, while the average tenant farm was 161 acres 
and worth $15,464.*
The census gives no figures showing to what degree the size 
of the business carried on by tenants of the different classes 
differs. In an attempt to ascertain this the survey data referred 
to were analyzed. Table I  gives the results of this analysis by 
the counties represented. When the averages of the records from 
all the counties are taken the stock share farms are shown to be 
26 acres larger than those of any other class. Tho this average 
is based on only 30 farms, the fact that stock share farms are 
largest in every group in which they occur would indicate that 
the average may be fairly representative. Table II shows that 
these stock share rented farms have a high percentage of their 
area in pasture. Other survey data in possession of this station 
indicate that the larger the farms the higher the percentage of 
the area in pasture."’
It is likely that the large amount of land on these farms which 
can be used only for pasture may be a strong factor in causing 
them to be rented under this type of tenure.
The farms next in size, according to the general average, are 
the cash rented ones. Here, however, the figure is not so clearly 
representative, for the county averages show these farms to be 
second in size in only two of the areas studied. Further, the 
prevailing size of all farms differs so greatly in the different 
parts of the state that it tends to distort the general average 
when, as in this case, the numbers belonging to a given class 
vary greatly in the different counties. For example, in Tama 
county, where all farms are large, there are 72 cash rented 
farms in the figures but in Warren county, where all farms are 
small, there are only nine. The result is that the general aver­
age is not a very dependable representative figure when used to 
indicate relative size of farms in this and other tenure classes. 
The same criticism may be offered to the general size averages 
for the owner-additional, crop-share, and owner farms. How­
ever, it is quite evident from these and other survey data that 
farms operated by owners tend to be smaller than rented farms
4. A part of these wide differences is due to the fact that a higher percentage 
of the farms are rented in the parts of the state where all the farms are large than 
in the parts where all farms are small. However comparison by counties shows 
rented farms to be larger than those operated by owners.
5. See particularly Bulletin 198, Towa Agri. Expt. Stat., tables X and X I I .
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and that the farms partly owned and partly rented, tho larger 
than owner-operated farms, are not so large as the farms en­
tirely rented. In  this the survey data are in substantial agree­
ment with the census figures already given.
Not all the reasons for this difference between the size of 
tenant operated farms and those operated by their owners are 
apparent, but there are at least three rather obvious explana­
tions. In  the first place, tenants are for the most part young 
men with lots of strength but with little capital. They have both 
the ability and the motive to handle a business of ample size. 
Further, as tenants they are not tied down to a given farm as 
an owner is and hence find it easy to shift about until they find 
a farm large enough to employ their labor and operating capital 
to the best advantage. This is of pai’ticular importance at the 
time when the tenant's sons become large enough to supply an 
appreciable amount of labor. It is a matter of common ob­
servation that tenants do adjust themselves to the proper size 
of farm much more freely than owners do.
In  the second place, tenants on buying farms for themselves 
frequently take less land than they can operate most profitably 
because they have too small a sum to invest or fear to assume 
so heavy an investment as would be necessary to give them an 
adequate farm. Many of them plan to enlarge their farms as 
they accumulate moi'e funds. Under conditions obtaining in 
recent years, however, the owner when he finally gets a farm of 
adequate size is about ready to retire and place it in the hands 
of a tenant.
A third reason why tenant farms are larger than those worked 
by their owners is that the owner tends to be a more intensive 
farmer than the tenant. Because he finds it harder to increase 
the amount of .land he uses, he expands his business as his re­
sources increase by using more equipment and adopting those 
lines of production which absorb relatively larger amounts of 
operating capital. The tenant, on the other hand, finds it un­
safe to build up a business on intensive lines because he cannot, 
under our system of tenancy, be sure of permanent occupancy 
of any farm.
UTILIZATION OF FARM LAND
The second comparison of the organization of farms operated 
under the different terms is made on the basis of the relative 
amounts of the farm area used for the several crops, for pasture, 
and for other purposes. Table I I  gives the averages by county 
groups for the entire number of farms whose records were con­
sidered. These figures show very definitely certain tendencies 
in the use of land operated under the different forms of tenure;
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which in turn point to fundamental differences in the type of 
farming carried on under each tenure.
Probably the most striking thing in this comparison is the 
great importance of pasture and hay on the stock-share rented 
farms and the relatively smaller importance of both corn and 
oats, contrasted with exactly the opposite condition on crop- 
share rented farms. The average figures for all the counties 
show the stock-share farms to be highest in the percentage of 
the farm area devoted to pasture and hay as compared with the 
other tenure classes and lowest of all the classes in the percentage 
devoted to grain. When the averages for the several counties 
are considered, the ranking is not entirely uniform but, consider­
ing the small number of farms in some of the groups, the con­
sistency of the figures is quite remarkable. I t  is very evident 
that the cropping program on the stock-share farms is designed 
to support a heavy livestock enterprise and that it is particu­
larly fitted to go with heavy cattle production. On the other 
hand the crop-share cropping program is designed to supply 
a large amount of grain for market. To be sure, such a distri­
bution of acreage might go with heavy production of hogs; but 
figures to be given presently show that hogs are relatively less 
important on the crop-share farms than on those of the other 
tenure classes.
Examination of the averages for the owner-operated farms 
show an acreage distribution very similar to that of the stock- 
share farms. In the general averages owner farms are second 
only to the stock-share farms in the proportion of land in hay 
and pasture and only slightly above them in proportion devoted 
to corn and oats. In  other words, owner farms tend to spe­
cialization in livestock, or at least to greater attention to cattle 
than is shown on the crop-share farms. The cash rented farms 
show a land utilization more nearly similar to the crop-share 
farms than to the owner-operated and the stock-share farms 
while the farms made up of owned and rented land occupy an 
intermediate position without extreme specialization in either 
direction.
Here, as in the case of size differences, complete explanation 
of the facts discovered is impossible. There is always the ques­
tion of whether the nature of the land, which might induce 
greater or less attention to livestock, depending on whether 
there were a considerable amount of land fit only to be used in 
permanent hay meadow and pasture, determines the type of 
fanning and the form of tenure follows as an effect, or whether 
the tenure type is the cause which modifies the crop and live­
stock enterprises. Doubtless the causal sequence is not the same 
in all cases. It is very evident, however, that permanency of 
tenure and an active participation of the land owner in the
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TABLE I I .  AVERAGE UTILIZATION OF LAND UNDER VARIOUS TENURES AS SHOWN BY SURVEY RE ­
PORTS IN  S IX  IOW A COUNTIES 
1914 and 1918
Acreage Percentage
Other Other
Tenure Total Pas­ Corn Oats small Hay Other Xo. Total Pas­ Corn Oats small Hay Other
ture grain j farms ture gram
Clay County (1914)
Owners------ ---- ---- 146.6 39.8 46.0 30.6 6 17.5 11.8 27 100 27.2 31.6 20.9 4 11.9 8.0
242.8 40.9 87.0 69.0 28.5 16.9 8 100 16.8 35.9 28.6 11.7 7.0
Cash ............ ............ .......... 180.0 28.0 68.1 47.8 19 25.0 9.0 12 100 15.7 37.7 26.5 1.1 14.0 5.0
188.5 36.7 68.8 54.0 16.3 12.2 10 100 19.5 36.5 28.6 4 8.6 6.4
298.0 30.0 136.0 75.0 40.0 17.0 1 100 10.1 45.6 25.2 13.4 5.7
Greene County (1914)
Owners------- --- ---- 168 35 57 38 4 «*> 12 23 100 20.9 33.8 22.3 2.6 13.3 7.1
194 35 74 50 21 14 7 100 18.1 38.2 25.8 10.9 7.0
C a s h ______ _____ ________ 165 35 59 35 5 20 II 5 100 21.2 35.7 21.2 3.3 11.9 6.7
Crop-share ________ _____ 191 27 81 48 4 18 13 30 100 14.3 42.6 25.0 1.9 9.5 6.7
217 83 71 32 23 8 3 100 38.5 32.6 14.6 10.5 3.8
Henry County (1914)
Owners__________________ 147 30 68 24 2 14 9 22 100 20.6 46.2 16.5 1.5 9.7 5.5
Owners-additional ........... 209 47 90 43 5 18 6 12 100 22.7 43.1 20.5 ° 2 8.5 3.0
Cash _____ ________ ______ 203 64 67 33 5 21 14 2 100 31.6 32.8 16.1 2.5 10.1 6.9
Crop-share..................... . 164 23 79 36 8 11 8 13 100 13.7 48.0 22.1 4.6 6.9 4.7
Montgomery County (1914)
Owners--------------- 170 45 56 13 24 20 12 0*1 100 26.5 32.5 7.0 13.9 11.9 7.3
Owners-additional —........ 208 53 75 12 27 26 15 8 100 25.5 35.8 5.9 13.0 12.7 7.1
C a s h _____________________ 164 35 62 12 23 23 9 15 100 21.4 37. S 7.r. 14.2 13.9 5.7
Crop-share ______________ 270 58 94 21 47 19 32 i 100 21.6 34.8 7.7 17.3 6.9 11.7
Stock-share _____________ 340 98 120 12 18 78 16 2 100 28.7 35.3 3.4 5.1 22.9 4.6
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Acreage Percentage
Tenure Total Pas­
ture
Corn Oats
Other
small
grain
Hay Other No.
farms
Total Pas­
ture
Corn Oats
Other
small
grain
Hay Other
Tama County (1918)
Owners______________ ____ 220.2 09 68 38 17 16 13 77 100 31.3 30.8 17.4 7.6 7.2 5.7
Owners-additional ______ 207.3 i)3 70 43 15.1 13.6 12.1 27 300 25.6 34.0 20.7 7.3 6.6 5.8
C a s h ......................... .......... 222 60 73 43 19 14 13 72 100 26.9 32.8 19.4 8.8 6.2 5.9
Crop-share ----------- 194 37.4 66 42 23 14 11 13 100 19.2 34.2 21.4 11.8 7.5 5.9
Stock .share _____________ 237 80 74 31 17 24 II S 100 33.7 31.2 13.0 7.2 10.3 4.6
Warren County (1018)
Owners___________________ 171 76 37 15 16 17 11 82 100 44.1 21.5 9.0 9.1 9.8 6.5
Owners-additional ______ 180 68 47 18 22 16 9 43 100 38.0 26.0 9.7 12.0 8.8 5.5
Cash _____________________ ISO 62 41 16 10 13 8 9 100 41.3 27.0 10.8 6.8 8.6 5.5
Crop-share ................ ........ 152 39 47 22 !9 15 10 25 100 °5.7 31.1 14.5 12.2 10.0 6.5
Stoek-share _____________ 204 93 44 16 19 16 16 16 100 45.5 21.6 9.4 7.8 7.7 8.0
Weighted average for six
counties—
Owners___________________ 180.5 59.3 .‘ 3.3 20.6 1 12.7 17.1 11.5 253 100 32.9 29.5 14.7 7.0 9.5 6.4
Owners-additional ______ 196.3 55.9 61.3 32.6 : 15.0 17.4 11.1 105 100 28.5 32.8 16.6 7.6 8.8 5.7
C a s h ___________________ _ 200.5 52.1 67.1 36.9 ! 16.4 16.3 11.7 115 100 26.0 33.5 18.4 8.2 8.1 5.8
Crop-share ______________ 183.3 34.2 70.0 37.fi j 13.3 15.8 12.4 98 100 18.7 38.2 20.5 7.3 8.6 6.7
Stock-share -................... 226.6 86.7 C2.fi 23.2 16.0 23.7 14.2 30 100 38.3 27.6 10.2 7.1 10.5 6.3
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business encourages the livestock enterprise and discourages the 
more exploitive grain selling system of farming, while short, 
uncertain tenure characteristic of share renting, and perhaps 
in less measure of cash renting, tends to have the opposite effect. 
In  respect to the control of the landlord over the business the 
stock-share arrangement comes closer to ownership than does 
any other rental system, since the landowner furnishes a part 
of the working capital and therefore retains a large measure of 
control of the business. Further, under this type of leasing- 
family relationship often exists between the parties. The son 
as tenant on his father’s land is much more likely to operate it 
after the manner of an owner than a non-related tenant would 
be.
SOURCE OF INCOME
Probably sources of gross receipts constitute the best criterion 
of the type of farming. Table I I I  shows the results of this test 
as applied to the survey data in hand. Examination of these 
figures shows them to be essentially corroborative of those of 
Table I I  and of the conclusions already drawn from them.
They show that almost without exception the stock-share 
farms lead, not only in the absolute amount of the receipts from 
cattle, but in the percentage of total receipts which come from 
this source. This is to be expected in view of the importance 
of hay and pasture on these farms. In the percentage of total 
receipts coming from hogs the leadership of the stock-share farms 
is not so pronounced. Practically 40 percent of the receipts, 
according to these figures, are derived from sale of hogs on the 
farms of three tenure types, namely, owner, cash-tenant, and 
stock-share tenant. Owner-additional farms are not far short 
of this, but on crop-share rented farms the percentage of re­
ceipts from hogs is only slightly above 20 percent.
From reference to figures on receipts from crops one finds 
the farms of the different tenure classes taking rank in the 
opposite order. Stock-share rented farms are shown to get only 
6 percent of their gross receipts from sale of corn and owners 
only 9.5 percent while crop-share farms derive more than a third 
of their income from this source. Owner-additional and cash 
rented farms again occupy an intermediate position. In  receipts 
from sale of small grain the differences are not so marked, tho 
the order is the same as for corn.
Receipts from “ all other” sources include those from dairy 
and poultry products, from sale of animals other than cattle 
and hogs, and receipts from miscellaneous minor sources. It 
will be noted that in the general averages the differences here 
as between the several tenure classes are slight and are probably
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of little significance. Receipts from dairy and poultry products 
tend to be slightly higher on stock-share and owner-operated 
farms than on the others.
These figures, taken with those of Table II, give a fairly ade­
quate indication of the normal differences in the crop and live­
stock programs on farms of different tenures. As already 
pointed out, the stock-share and owner farms 011 the one hand 
and the erop-share farms 011 the other represent opposite ex­
tremes in their organization. The one represents a farming 
system in which the land is used for producing feeds for live­
stock and the livestock and their products are the medium thru 
which the farmer realizes on the use of his land, equipment, 
labor and management. In  this system such receipts as there 
may be from direct sale of crops are incidental and result from 
a surplus which frequently represents a margin of safety against 
short crops in the farmer’s adjustment of his cropping program 
to his livestock enterprises.
O11 the other hand, erop-share renting necessarily results in 
the major portion of the crops leaving the farm as grain rather 
than being fed. The landlord takes from a third to a half of 
them as rent and with short tenure and inadequate equipment 
the tenant usually finds it inexpedient to feed all of his own 
share. On these farms less hay is raised and less land used 
for pasture than 011 farms of any other tenure class. To be sure, 
the erop-share tenant raises hogs; but the figures show that only 
about one-fifth of the gross receipts on erop-share farms came 
from this source, while the cash tenant gets two-fifths of his 
from it. Hogs require but little pasture and the erop-shars 
farmer grows slightly more corn than the cash renting farmer. 
Further, hogs mature quickly, require but little investment and 
are hence less dependent on permanence of tenure than cattle 
are. The explanation is, of course, to be found primarily in 
the fact that the erop-share tenant, paying his rent in crops, 
must either buy back a large portion of the landlord’s grain or 
keep down his livestock enterprises to a smaller ratio with his 
crops than is necessary with the cash tenant.6 It is doubtful 
whether the crop share tenant sells a larger proportion of his 
share of the crops than does the cash tenant of his entire pro­
duction.
6. I t  should be understood that in table I I I  the figures are based entirely on the 
whole farm business and that in all cases where share rent of any k ind  is involved 
such rent has not been deducted. The purpose is to compare the business as a whole 
on the farms of all the tenure classes.
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TABLE I I I .  AVERAGE RECEIPTS FROM SPECIFIED SOURCES OX FARMS OF VARIOUS TENURES AS 
SHOWN BY SURVEY REPORTS FROM S IX  IOW A COUNTIES 
1014 and 1918
Receipts
Tenure
Clay County (1014)
Owners____________
Owners-additional
Cash -----------
Crop-share _______
Stock-share_______
Greene County (1014)
Owners_____________
Owners-additional _
Cash ..........................
Crop-share ________
Stock-share________
Henry County (1014)
Owners_____________
Owners-additional -
Cash ------------
Crop-share ________
Stock-share________
Montgomery County (1914)
Owners____________________
Owners-additional _______
Cash _______ ____ _________
Crop-share _______________
Stock-share_______________
All
•otircc^i Cattifc I Hogs
2,241
3,518
2,1-13
1,873
5,073
$
454 : 
673 
411 
298 
1,656
855
788
084
45)4
1,804
2,819
3,483
2,723
3,628
4,054
3,239
4,196
2,635
3,462
487 ■ 
465 
384 
224 i 
1,460 I
304 ,
540
548
159
Corn
68
222
543
599
428
570
1,083
765 
700 I 
839 
511
Small
Grain
779 
1,339 
902 
1,727 
805
1,095
1,453
228
1,524
All
othor
241 : 
308 
389 
485 
1,380
535 ■
536 
324 
584 i 
293
25S686
443
673
623
1,527
587
438
233
505
544
685
514
412
817
817
577
595
3,209
5,657
3,022
4,567
4,434
55W I 
968 
448 j 
440 
965
951
1,215
842
605
647
288
531 ! 
472 i
1,550 I
447
544
453
1,082
248
1,054
2,399
807
890
2,574
Percentage
Xo. of 
farms
8
12
10
1
23
7
13
22
8
15
All
sources Cattle
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
%
20.2
19.1
19.2 
15.9 
32.7
17.1 
13.4
14.1
6.2
36.0
9.4
12.9
20.8
4.6
100
100
100
100
100
17.0
17.1
14.8 
9.6
21.8
Small
Hogs I Corn Grain
Vo
38.1
22.4 
31.9
26.4 
35.6
19.1
17.2
15.7
15.9 !
26.7
3.1
6.3
3.4
8.4
23.6
16.7 i
31.8 !
14.8 i
27.3
38.4 
33.1 
47.6 
19.9
33.8
24.6
8.7
44.0
28.8
21.5
27.9
13.3
>4.6
%
10.8
8.8
18.1
25.9
27.2
18.J 
15.4 
11.9 
16.1 
7.2
8.0
16.3 
16.8
19.4
8.7 I 
9.4 | 
15.6 ! 
33.9 |
13.6
9.6 
15.0
23.7
5.6
All
other
%
27.8
43.4
27.4
23.4 
4.5
17.7
15.6
25.2
14.2
10.2
25.2 
19.5 
21.9
17.2
31.9
42.4 
26.7
19.5 
58.0
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TABLE I I I .  Continued
Receipts Percentage
Tenure
All
sources Cattle Hogs Corn
Small
Grain
All
other
No. of 
farms
All
sources Cattle Hogs Corn
Small
Grain
All
other
* $ $ $ $ $ % % % % % %
Tama County (1918)
Owners________________________________ 7,610 1,568 3,251 687 865 1,239 77 100 20.6 42.7 9.0 11.4 16.3
Owners-additional _______ ______________ 7,678 1,543 3,18S 1,028 1,063 856 27 100 20.1 41.5 13.4 13.8 11.2
Cash ------ ---- --- ----------- 7,452 1,044 
701
3,177 1,173 1,176 935 72 100 14.0 42.6 15.7 15.7 12.0
Crop-share ______________________________ 7,223 1,933
3,397
2,207 1,541 841 13 100 9.7 26.8 30.6 21.3 11.6
Stock-share_____________________ ________ 6,628 954 547 811 919 8 100 14.4 51.3 8.2 12.2 13.9
Warren County (1918)
Owners________________ ____ _____________ 3,702 746 1,743 79 523 611 82 100 20.2 47.1 2.1 14.1 16.5
Owners-additional ______________________ 4,661 914 1,934
1,232
3'»1 819 643 43 100 19.6 41.5 7.5 17.6 13.8
C a s h ---- --- -----  -------------- 3,220 1,061 71 289 567 9 100 32.9 38.3 2.2 9.0 17.6
Crop-share ............................ .....................
Stock-share ____ _______________ ________ 4,194
297
935
852
1,657
72fl
116
939
785
611
701
25
16
100
100
8.5
22.3
24.5
39.5
20.9
2.8
27.0
18.7
19.1
16.7
Weighted average for six counties
Owners__________ ____ ___________ _______ 4,568 884 1,838 433 567 846 253 100 19.4 40.2 9.5 12.4 18.5
Owners-additional ______________________ 5,160 963 1,828 711 764 894 105 100 18.6 31.4 13.8 14.9 17.3
Cash _____________________________________ 5,707 861 2,293 848 876 829 115 100 15.1 40.1 14.9 15.4 14.5
Crop-share ------------------------ 3,932 320 812 1,336 839 625 98 100 8.1 20.6 34.1 21.4 15.8
Stock-share................................................... 5,022 1,050 2,023 288 736 925 30 100 22.0 40.0 6.0 14.0 18.0
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TABLE IV. AVERAGE PROFITS TO OPERATORS AND RATES OF RETURN TO LANDLORDS UNDER VARIOUS
TENURES 
1914 and 1918
Owners Owners - Addltloanl Cash Crop-Share Stock-Share
Counties
No. of 
farms
Profit 
to op­
erator
Return
%
No. of 
farms
Profit 
to op­
erator
Return
%
No. of 
farms
Profit 
to op­
erator
Return
%
No. of 
farms
Profit 
to  op­
erator
Return
%
No. of 
farms
Profit 
to op­
erator
Return
%
Clay (1914) ____ _____ ______ 27 1,000
1,210
030
8 668 1.8 12 384 2.1 10 —69 1.5 1 86 3.8
?3 7 1,465
1,123
1,710
2,412
729
1,325
3.7 5 1,144 1.9 30 1,199 4.1 3 322 3.9
Henry (1014) __ 22 12
8
3 9 2 130
793
2.7
2.4
13 774 4.2
22 819 5.6 15 7 877 3.9 2 298 2.1
Tama (1018)__________ ____ 77 1,902
354
27 3.7 72 2,500
126
1.8 13 1,160 4.5 8 696 3.4
82 43 4.8 9 2.7 35 94 6.0 16 393 4.0
Weighted average all
258 1,062 105 4.2 115 1,771
•
2.0 08 730 4.4 30 450 3.7
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OPERATOR’S PROFITS AND LANDLORD’S RETURNS
The fourth and last comparison is on the results of farming 
under these several tenure systems as measured by the profits 
of the operator, and the rates of return on the landlords’ invest­
ment. Table IV  offers the basis for this comparison. It contains 
the amount of gain made by the operators above all allowance 
for interest on investment and farm hand’s wages for their 
labor, as well as the percent of net return on their investment 
received by the landlords after deductions from their gross rent 
receipts are made for taxes and for depreciation and repairs on 
improvements.
In order to put the profits of the owners on a comparable 
basis with those of the tenants, the usual practice of charging 
the owner’s business for the use of the land at the current 
rate of interest on mortgage loans was abandoned and the land 
charge to farmers operating their own farms was put on a cash 
rent basis by using for each area the rate actually realized by 
the cash renting landlords as given in table IV. A ll invest­
ments in livestock, equipment and supplies for all tenure classes 
was charged at 8 percent, the current rate for short time loans. 
It  should be kept in mind also that the operator received in 
addition to the profits as shown in the table, the equivalent of 
a considerable sum in house rent and farm produced supplies 
for family use.7
Still another caution in the interpretation of these figures 
should be given. It has to do with the fact that the records 
from some of the counties were taken for the year 1918, when 
agricultural prosperity was at its height; while the others rep­
resent the year 1914, when profits were decidedly lower. The 
figures, therefore, should not be taken to represent “ noi'mal” 
conditions as to profits. They are given here merely to show 
the differences in profits as between tenure types. It should 
also be pointed out that the wide difference between the profits 
of cash tenants and those of crop-share tenants shown in the 
general averages in table IV  are due in part to the fact that the 
bulk of the cash tenant records are from Tama county where 
farms are large and profits, therefore, normally somewhat higher, 
while the bulk of the crop-share records come from Warren 
county where both farms and profits are smaller. For this 
reason the reader’s attention is directed particularly to the 
columns showing figures for the individual counties.
It will be noted from this table that stock-share rented farms,
7. The “profits” as given in this table differ from the socalled “labor income” 
usually computed in the analysis of farm  survey data in two important respects 
namely, that an allowance for the farmer's wages has been deducted and that sepa­
rate rates for land and other investment have been used instead of the usual single 
rate based on the prevailing rate on farm mortgage loans.
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so far as our limited figures reveal it, seem to have been the 
least profitable to the operator. In  three of the five counties 
where records were secured from them they showed the lowest 
profits of all the tenure classes and in a fourth county next to 
the lowest. However, the number of records for this class in 
practically all counties is so small that these figures are of 
questionable value. In Warren county, where 16 out of the 30 
stock-share records were secured, but where profits in all classes 
are low, the stock-share farms ranked second in amount of 
profits, being exceeded only by the owner-additional farms. In 
recent survey investigations covering the business for 1921 in 
Tama and Warren counties, stock-share rented farms are found 
to be relatively much more numerous than in 1918 and their 
operators made higher returns for their labor and management 
than those of any other tenure class.
Profits on crop-share rented farms rank fourth in the general 
averages as well as in three of the five counties. In  Clay county 
they are lowest of all the groups, being a negative quantity, 
and in Greene county they are third, being lower than those of 
the owners-additional and owners, but higher than those of the 
cash renters and stock-share renters.
Cash rented farms, which rank first in profits in the general 
average, are first in Tama county where they are by far the 
largest tenant class and almost as numerous as owners. They 
show next to the lowest profits in Warren county where only a 
few farmers rent for cash. In the other counties profits on 
cash rented farms are neither highest nor lowest but are close 
to the average for all farms of the localities. They are generally 
highest when the rate of net return on landlords’ investment is 
lowest.
The men who operate their own land exclusively, according 
to the survey figures here analyzed, make smaller profits than 
the cash tenants and owners-additional, but larger than the 
share renting classes. These differences are to be accounted for 
largely by variations in the normal size of business under dif­
ferent tenure types and by differences in the returns to land­
lords under cash renting and share renting. Our figures show 
that in general both straight tenants and owners-additional farm 
more land than the strictly owner class. They show, also that both 
classes of share tenants pay for the use of their land at a higher 
rate than do cash tenants and those owners who rent additional 
land. Thus those owners who enlarge their business by renting 
additional land under normal conditions increase their profits. 
The table shows that this type of farmer receives profits, in most 
areas, not only higher than the straight owners, but higher than 
both classes of share tenants.
From these rather conflicting data on profits two significant
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tendencies appear. In  the first place there is some tendency in 
the case of rented farms for the profits to be highest under the 
type of leasing which is most prevalent in the area. For exam­
ple, in Tama county, where most of the rented farms are under 
cash lease, profits on cash rented farms are far above those on 
other classes, while in Greene county where crop-share renting 
is the rule the crop-share tenant gets profits somewhat higher 
than the other tenant classes. The significance of this tendency, 
of course, lies in the evidence it supplies that one type or an­
other of renting fits a given set of conditions better than all the 
others and that tenants are adapting their rental methods to 
local conditions.
The second significant tendency revealed by the figures in 
table IV  has to do with the relation of the cost of the use of 
land under the different forms of leasing and its effect on the 
tenants’ profits. Cash tenants undoubtedly pay a lower rent 
rate in normal times than share tenants do. In  the case of 
almost all the figures given, this lower land charge is accom­
panied by higher profits for the tenant. This, of course, is to 
be expected provided other things are equal. Why, then, do 
any tenants rent on shares 1 The main reason is that in renting 
for cash the farmer assumes all the risk from poor crops and 
falling prices. I f  he shifts a part of this risk to the landlord 
by renting on shares he must pay the landlord for his risk tak­
ing by giving him so large a share that in the average year his 
return will be smaller than if he had rented for cash. In  some 
areas and under some economic conditions the risk is greater 
than in others. Consequently we find the tendency toward share 
leasing to vary both as to time and as to geographical location.8 
Probably if the tenant alone controlled the method of leasing 
there would, in normal times, be much more cash renting. Fre­
quently the landlord desires to rent on shares assuming his part 
of the risk, in order to get the higher return on his investment.
PROPER ADJUSTMENT OF RENTAL CONTRACT
In  the last section some of the peculiarities of farm organiza­
tion under the various types of tenure have been discussed. It 
is evident from the figures there presented that certain specific
8. Conditions prevailing during the years covered by our data have been re­
versed by the developments of the past three years. Cash tenants have lost more 
heavily during the period of depression than any other class. I t  is likely that when 
economic conditions become adjusted to a more stable basis the relative profits and 
rental rates as between cash and share tenants will be much the same as shown in 
table IV . There is, however, one factor making for the lower rentals under cash 
contracts which may not revert to its prewar status. This is the fact that probably 
the majority of the cash renting landlords have been primarily speculators, many 
of them absentees. They were interested in realizing on the advance in the price of 
land and were willing to rent on easy terms. I t  is likely that for a number of 
years at least, speculation in  land will not assume prewar proportions and that the 
advantages of cash rent to the tenant as compared with share rent, will not be so 
great as it appears to have been up to 1920.
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methods of renting- fit given types of farming better than others 
do. It has also been pointed out that farms differ widely in 
their physical and economic characteristics and that because of 
these differences they must be used in quite different ways. This 
is one of the important forces back of the diversity one finds in 
types of farm leases. Other forces making for this diversity are 
differences in landlords and differences in tenants. Landlord 
and tenant relations will be most satisfactory and tenant farm­
ing most profitable when a proper adjustment is secured with 
reference to the three important elements in the leasing arrange­
ment, namely, the tenant, the landlord and the farm.
CLASSES OF TENANTS
Tenant farmers differ in respect to age, experience in farming, 
the amount of capital they have to invest in farming, and in 
their native ability as business organizers and managers. All of 
these differences are significant in their relation to tenant 
farming.
The young, inexperienced tenant usually finds it to his finan­
cial advantage, if not to his liking, to rent in a way that will 
give him the advantage of the superior skill and ripe experience 
and judgment of a landlord who lias been a farmer himself and 
who now wishes to give a considerable part of his time to looking 
after the operation of his rented farm. Such a landlord usually 
wants to rent on shares since, under the practice which has de­
veloped in most communities, he can retain the larger measure 
of control over the business with this form of rental. Many 
young tenants during their first years of farm operation may 
well surrender a part of the control of the business to secure the 
advantage of the older man’s business sagacity and directive 
skill. The stock-share lease brings the landlord and tenant into 
closer business relations than any other form of leasing and thus 
normally affords the best advantages of the sort just mentioned. 
If, as frequently happens under this form of renting, the land­
lord is his father the tenant may serve his apprenticeship in 
management under most favorable conditions.
The crop-share lease offers something of this close relationship 
between tenant and landlord, but the cooperation, at least under 
Iowa conditions, is not so close as with the stock-share rental. 
As the tenant grows older in years and experience he may find 
it profitable to abandon the close relation with the landlord 
characteristic of share renting and shift to a cash lease under 
which, as our figures show, he usually gets the use of the farm 
for a lower charge than is paid, in the form of share rent, for the 
use of the farm plus the managerial cooperation of the landlord.
The amount of capital a tenant has is an important consid­
eration in choosing a method of rental. Crop-share leasing,
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under Iowa conditions, normally requires the minimum amount 
of investment for the tenant while stoek-share renting, tho 
requiring more capital, provides that a considerable percentage 
of the operating investment be carried by the landlord. Cash 
renting under a system of livestock farming, and particularly 
when cattle feeding is a part of the program, requires a maxi­
mum of working capital and involves a large amount of risk 
which must be carried by the tenant alone. Only those ten­
ants who have accumulated a considerable body of capital and 
who have enough experience and managerial ability to carry a 
business enterprise independently should undertake this form 
of tenant farming.
It need hardly be added that managerial skill is not alone a 
matter of experience and age but quite as much of native 
ability. Some men never can be efficient in the organization 
and operation of a farm. For such men it is probably the part 
of wisdom to remain permanently in the share renting class.
CLASSSES OF LANDLORDS
Perhaps the most important differences in landlords as affect­
ing the leasing relations are to be found in the motives and cir­
cumstances back of their ownership of the land. Non-operating 
farm owners buy and hold land from a variety of reasons. A 
large number of landlords are owning land primarily as a means 
of speculation. That is, they have bought in the hope of realiz­
ing a profit thru the rise in land values. Such owners frequently 
make undesirable landlords. They expect to own a given farm 
but a short time and hence are able to give a tenant but a 
short tenure. Since they are looking for their return primarily 
from a rise in value they frequently rent for a low figure but 
for the same reason, and because of their brief term of owner­
ship, they have but slight interest in the development of the land 
for farming and decline to make necessary improvements. Such 
men are likely to wish to rent for cash, or in ease the farm has 
a high percentage of its area in cultivation and but little in pas­
ture and meadow, they may wish to rent on the crop-share plan. 
In  any case they pay but little attention to the development of 
the farm and the farm business.
Quite different from the speculator landlord is the one who 
holds the farm as an investment. He holds the land with a view 
to getting income from its current rental earnings and tho he 
frequently drives a close bargain with his tenant, he is per­
manently interested in the farm and its development and is 
more likely to take the view that adequate improvements and an 
attitude of fairness toward the tenant are in the long run favor­
able to a maximum income to him as landlord. The retired
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farmer who continues to own his farm is usually of this class 
and with him there is frequently not a little sentiment mixed 
with the purely economic motives in his attitude toward the 
care and upkeep of the farm and in the interest he maintains in 
its operation. Such men, if they are of the right disposition, 
are, because of their farming experience, excellent landlords of 
stoek-share rented farms. Under any form of rental they are 
likely to be the best sort of landlord for a young and inexperi­
enced tenant.
The amount of capital a landowner has makes considerable 
difference in his functioning as a landlord. Many land pur­
chasers have bought largely on time and find it hard to keep up 
payments. Under these circumstances they cannot maintain 
and improve the farm as it should be. On the other hand the 
owner with abundant capital frequently finances his tenant to 
the advantage of both parties. I t  is obvious that a landlord 
with limited capital must usually rent either for cash or 011 the 
crop-share plan and that he will find it difficult to joint his ten­
ant in a stock-share enterprise.
THE ADJUSTMENT
The first and most important consideration before a landlord 
in renting his farm is that it should be used for the type of 
farming which will make it most productive. He should look 
for a tenant who by natural aptitude, training and experience, 
is best fitted for this type of farming and who has or can get 
the necessary equipment and livestock. The consideration of 
next importance is to adopt the type of rental that is best suited 
to the type of farming to be followed. W ith the right sort of 
tenant the arrangement of the type and details should be easy 
if the parties are agreed on what the farming is to be and both 
are fair minded. The landlord can well afford to surrender 
some of the supervision he would like to exercise over the busi­
ness if it will result in his securing a good tenant who will de­
velop the most profitable type of business 011 the farm.
For the tenant’s part, since he is not tied to any particular 
piece of land, it is well for him to search carefully for a farm 
thorolv adapted to the type of farming which he thinks he 
can follow with greatest success. He can also select a landlord 
whose preference in rental method coincides with the tenant’s 
choice and advantage. The matter of proper adjustment be­
tween landlord, tenant, farm, and farm organization is one of 
the most important aspects of the tenancy problem.9
9. Another important aspect of the tenancy problem which cannot be discussed 
adequately here is the division of returns between landlord and tenant and the 
whole matter of lease making. I t  is hoped that this problem may be treated in  a 
subsequent publication.
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